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Reviewer’s report:

The authors addressed most of the comments but the answer is not complete in some of them:

4- Echocardiography: Please review the references 13 : is no guideline

Answer: Thank you very much for the comment. We made a correction in reference list.

The article is not correctly cited, t


Moreover as far as I can tell, this is a guideline for management and not for Echo, please check.

7. In the reoperated patients population the data reported are referred to before rentervention of after.

Answer: We only analysed the group who did not undergo pulmonary valve replacement and the patients of this population were included consecutively from the register. We did not analyzed the reoperated patients population.

Ok but in the first paragraph of results section the authors report The total cohort of ToF patients was 109. Median age of all patients was 28 years (interquartile range 19-64) that is exactly the same age an age at repair of the "non reoperated patietns", Please check

11. Table 3 TV gradient max is very small Is it the velocity? - Answer: We mean maximal TV gradient in mmHg. , how can be the maximal TV gradient of 2.7 and RVP of 38.8 Please check again if it is not a velocity
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